Aim to blemish of total least square algorithm based on error equation of virtual observation,this paper proposed a sort of improved algorithm which doesn't neglect condition equation of virtual observation,and considers both error equation and condition equation of virtual observation.So,the improved algorithm is better.Finally,this paper has fitted a straight line in three-dimensional space based on the improved algorithm.The result showed that the improved algorithm is viable and valid.
INTRODUCTION
Total least square algorithm has obvious advantage [1] , but there exists a sort of problem because it supposed every individual of designing matrix all has error.So,literatures [1, 2] made some reasonable improvement,put forward virtual observation method and listed error equations of virtual observation.Their works are useful,but there existed some questions,because they didn't consider condition equations among virtual observations which maybe existed.So,further improvement should be made. This paper put forward condition equations of virtual observations,considered condition equations and error equations of virtual observations at the same time, and dealed with fitting a straight line in three-dimensional space based on the improved algorithm.The result showed that the improved algorithm is viable and valid.
THE PRINCIPLE DEALING WITH TOTAL LEAST SQUARE BASED ON VIRTUAL OBSERVATIONS [1, 2]
Literature [1, 2] , which supported part of B did not give any error, yielding the model of least squares as follows:
where,
Eq.1 is actual observation equation;
L ---estimated value of column vector of observations;
B ---estimated value of designing matrix;
X ---estimated value of column vector of unknown parameters; 
V---residual of actual observation value;
V B ---residual of virtual observation value;
A is easily solved out by ΔB 0 X = A B x [1] ;
Then,based on least square,we can obtain estimated value of unknown parameters as Eq.4 [1, 2] ,
estimated value of variances of unit weight as Eq.5 [1, 2] ,
and estimated value of cofactor matrix of unknown parameters as E.q.6
where:
is zero matrix; (Note:Literatures [1, 2] neglected many sign '∧ ' which means estimated value.)
THE PRINCIPLE OF IMPROVED ALGORITHM OF TOTAL LEAST SQUARE
We suppose there exists condition equation Eq.7 [3] .
where:0 is matrix.
Eq.8 can be derived from Eq.7.
( )
If we unite Eq.8and Eq.3,and compute them based on adjustment of indirect observations with conditions,we can obtain estimated value of unknown parameters as Eq.9 [3] ,
estimated value of variances of unit weight as Eq.10 [3] ,
and estimated value of cofactor matrix of unknown parameters as Eq.11 [3] .
u---quantity of unknown parameters; s---quantity of condition equations of unknown parameters.
EXAMPLE
This paper adopted the improved algorithm of total least square to data of Table 1 which came from Table 1 of literature [4] . We still suppose equation of straight line in threedimensional space such as Eq.12 [4] .
Then,Eq.13 can come from Eq.12 [4] .
So, we can obtain error equation Eq.14 based on Tab.1.(Note:There is some neglect in Eq.4 and Eq.5 of literature [4] .)
Obviously,Eq.15 can come from Eq.14.
then,we can obtain
When we consider residual of virtual observations we can obtain Eq.17. 
Obviously,there exist condition equations among virtual observations.
Then, based on Eq.19,we can obtain Eq.20.
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and mean square errors of unit weight of two times are such as Eq.24 and Eq.25. 
When time of alternate computing is two,we can still obtain satisfying result,then,stop computing and select the first result as final result. So,we can still obtain equation of straight line in three-dimensional space based on literature [4] .
The difference of Eq.6 and Eq.11 is Though the equation of straight line based on method of literature [1, 2] and based on new method of this paper are almost same in certain accuracy,but there still exists some difference,and at the same time,estimated value of cofactor matrix of unknown parameters is different,mean square error of unit weight of the improved method is better,and theory of the improved method is more strict,so,the improved method of this paper is better.
CONCLUSION
This paper put forward a sort of new algorithm of total least square and deduced homologous formula.The new algorithm can improve algorithm and mean square error of unit weight,because it considered condition equations among virtual observations in designing matrix,but the other literatures didn't.
Example of fitting a straight line in three-dimensional space showed that the improved algorithm of this paper is viable and valid.
